Press Release

Producers in China can now export to Europe more quickly

DEKRA Shanghai and Guangzhou now ENEC
approved testing laboratories
Testing laboratories DEKRA Shanghai and DEKRA Guangzhou have both
been ENEC approved for the category LITE. ENEC is a European Mark for
electrical products which demonstrates conformity with European safety
standards. The scheme complements CE marking by validating compliance
independently. DEKRA is one of the first certification bodies to achieve
ENEC approval for its Chinese laboratories.
ENEC is the high quality European Mark for electrical products which
demonstrates compliance with European standards (EN). With the passing of the
ENEC assessment for both the Shanghai and Guangzhou locations, testing for
ENEC certification can now take place on multiple locations in China. This helps
China-based manufacturers of products or components export more easily and
more quickly to the European Union. In addition, manufacturers based in China
can now test and certify locally without having to ship their products abroad.
ENEC certificates not only give access to many markets in the European Union,
but to the European Free Trade Association (EFTA, under which fall Switzerland,
Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein) as well and increasingly to Eastern Europe.
It gives manufacturers the assurance that an independent testing body has verified
that products comply with the relevant standards. ENEC certification is relevant
for manufacturers of LITE products and components, amongst which are lighting
components, luminaires, lamps and LED lighting, drivers, and control units.
The DEKRA labs in Shanghai and Guangzhou focus on offering localized testing
and certification services to local customers with a high quality and differentiated
one-stop service concept. Next to ENEC certification, the DEKRA Shanghai and
Guangzhou laboratories provide customers with comprehensive certification
schemes, such as CE, CB, EMC, GS, MET and other conformity markings to meet
their needs on the global market. The lab in Shanghai has also been approved for
ENEC+, the marking for performance specification according to the ECS scheme.
About DEKRA
DEKRA has been active in the field of safety for 90 years. Founded in 1925 in Berlin as
Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Überwachungs-Verein e.V., it is today one of the world’s leading
expert organizations. DEKRA SE is a subsidiary of DEKRA e.V. and manages the Group’s
operating business. In 2016, DEKRA generated sales totalling approximately 2.9 billion
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Euros. The company currently employs more than 38,000 people in more than 50 countries
on all five continents. With qualified and independent expert services, they work for safety
on the road, at work and at home. These services range from vehicle inspection and expert
appraisals to claims services, industrial and building inspections, safety consultancy,
testing and certification of products and systems, as well as training courses and
temporary work. The vision for the company’s 100th birthday in 2025 is that DEKRA will be
the global partner for a safe world.
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